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This vol11me contains the papers (in French) presented at the eighth 1neeting of
the Association of Baha'i Studies for French-Speaking Europe, held in Belgium
9-10 November 1991 on the subject of Environment: Heritage of Humanity. It
includes a foreword giving an overview of the meeting, the text of five papers
and two summaries, and a short selective bibliography on the enviro11me11t
(which, unfortunately, is inadequate and largely out of date, with 19 of 26
references dating from the 1970s). The papers, by both Baha'i and non-Baha'i
authors, are remarkable for their diversity; as witl1 many such meetings, there
was clearly no attempt to unify the presentations aro11nd a theme apart from the
very general topic of the environment.
The first paper by Professor Lo11is Goffin of the Luxembo11rg University
Fo11ndation is on environmental ethics. It first defines our interest in the
environment as being due to a collection of problems resulting from human
production and consumption, population growth, and increasing urbanizatio11.
The environment is seen as having four essential characteristics: it is a system
of relations including human action; it has complex physical, chemical,
biological, social, economic, and cultural dimensions; it is conditional to a
particular place, time, and culture; and it must be see11 in relation to human
beings, who are both the product and creator of their environment. Professor
Goffin reviews different approaches to environmental ethics before proposing
four essential, interdependent values-solidarity, tolerance, autonomy, and
responsibility-that m11st be promoted to counteract the threats to the
environment produced by our recent technological and economic progress. This
paper sets the tone for the whole collection with its e1nphasis on the human
dimension of the environment.
The next two papers, ''The Role of Communications in Environmental
Protection: A Process of Personal and Community Transformation'' by Mona
Grieser-Yazdi of the University of Maryland, and ''Demography, Environment,
and the Emergence of a New Civilization'' by Fran~ois Geinoz, an engineer
responsible for the environmental division of a consulting firm, are
unfortunately 01tly given in summary form.
Professor John MacLeod of the School of Landscape Architecture at the
University of Montreal, in his paper ''Evoking a Vision: The Creation of Places
Dedicated to Peace," describes the international movement to create peace
landscapes, peace gardens, peace parks, and other places dedicated to peace as
concrete symbols of the need for peace with nature and with our fellow human
beings. He cites examples from many countries, predominantly in North
A1nerica and Europe, where ideals of peace were expressed through
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monuments, plantings, parks straddli11g national borders, and other physical
expressions of the importance of peace, incl11di11g several created by Baha'is,
such as the gardens at the Baha'i World Centre.
The paper by Counsellor Lo11is Henuzet on ''Man a11cl Nature:
Manifestations of the Divine Will'' co11tains reflections from ,l Baba' f
perspective 011 the process of creatio11 and its co11sequences for hun1an relatio11s
with the enviro11ment, as well as 011 Baha'i teachings on the 111ea11s for
exercising 011r responsibility for the environ1nent. On the first theme, lie relates
the unknowable esse11ce tl1at is God, the primal cause that is tl1e Word oJ' God,
a11d the spirit or divine will that 11nderlies all .1naterial things, to hu1nanity as the
ulti1nate result of creatio11 possessi11g consciousness a11d intellige11ce. Tl1ese ties
linking huma11ity to all tl1at exists cllso establish 011r responsibility for the
environ1nent. The Baha'i te,1chi11gs related to the environ1ne11t i11cl11de botl1
those addressing i11dividual attitudes towards 11ature, attitudes which 11111st be
tra11sformed through both hu1nan and divine ed11catio11, ,tnd those social
principles 11ecessary to guide a11 adva11cing civilizatio11 tow,trds tl1at world
federation which alone can solve global e11viro111nental proble1ns. J11st as our
destruction of the environme11t comes fro1n the lack ot· appropriate educcttion, so
the application of these teachi11gs can help us to b11ild a 11ew order i11 har1no11y
with the earth and the universe, concl11des Mr. Henuzet.
Dr. Pascale Morand-Francis, a che1nist with the Swiss Federal Oi1'ice for the
Environment, Forests a11d La11dscape, has provided an excellent s111111nary of· tl1e
proble1n of the expected cha11ge in cli1nate and of efforts to solve it in her pa1Jer
''Cli1nate Cha11ge: The Negotiation of a11 I11ternatio11al Co11ve11tio11 a11d What is
at Stake." She explains, with j11st enough tecl1nical cletc1il, the ca11ses a11d
probable effects of the accu1n11lation of greenho11se g,1ses, the risks tl1c1t these
changes represent, a11d the actions required. Sl1e Ll1e11 s111n111arizes the
chronology leading 11p to the signature 01· the Co11ve11tion 011 Cli1nate Change,
the delicate bala11ce of interests and differentiatecl resrJ011sibilities reflected i11
the conventio11, a11d the steps tl1at 1nust now follow. The paper higl1ligl1ts tl1e
differe11ces betwee11 ind11strialized and developing co1111tries on tl1is iss11e, whe11
the for1ner have co11tributed the most to causi11g the proble111 a11d tl1e latter may
suffer the most from its effects. It explai11s clearly tl1e very higl1 stakes for
science, energy use, the eco1101ny, and political processes i1nplicatecl i11 cli111ate
change which 1nake the proble1n so difficult to solve. 111 concl11sio11 it cites
actions that individ11als can take to respond to the probletn.
The final paper by Dr. Bernard Gra11otier, a sociologist a11d professor ell the
agric11ltural school of Chalons-sur-Mar11e in Fr,111ce is titlecl ''De1nocrc1tizing tl1e
United Natio11s to Protect the E11viro111nent." This ]Japer cotnpares the existi11g
str11ct11res of the United Natio11s with those elabor,1ted for a world f'eder:11
syste1n in the Baha'i teachi11gs, notes s0111e i11adeq11acies i11 the prese11t
structure, and suggests so1ne of the changes needed to create a systen1 able to
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maintain a healthy environment and thus to ensure humanity's survival. In
particular Dr. Granotier suggests the need for a bicameral legislature with a
directly elected Assembly of Peoples to complement the General Assembly of
governments in the present United Nations. He sees the present rapid growth of
non-govern1nental organizations (NGOs) as a nascent expression of world
public opinion and suggests that the organization of a world assembly of NGOs
could be a step towards the eventual creation of such an Assembly of Peoples.
As will be apparent in the above summaries, this short collection of
conference papers provides a wide variety of approaches to the theme of the
environment as humanity's heritage, ranging from science and politics to ethics
and theology via landscape architecture. The collection does not hold together
very well, but this diversity of approaches is precisely one of the strengths of
meetings of Associations for Baha'i Studies. Unfortunately, much of the crossdisciplinary exchange that makes the meetings themselves so rewarding is not
captured in collections of the papers presented, which fit rather awkwardly
together. Nevertheless, the individual papers are of considerable interest, and
with the general lack of such topical literature in French, the Association for
Baha'i Studies for Francophone Europe is to be co1nplimented for making these
papers available in s11ch an attractive presentation.
ARTHUR LYON DAHL

